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Knapsak Problems with SetupsS. Mihel (1), N. Perrot (2) and F. Vanderbek (3)(1) ISEL-LMAH, Université du Havre, mihelsuniv-lehavre.fr(2) Frane-Téléom, division R&D, nany.perrotorange-ftgroup.om(1) Institut de Mathématiques de Bordeaux, Université Bordeaux 1, fvmath.u-bordeaux1.frNovember 27, 2008AbstratKnapsak problems with setups nd their appliation in many onrete indus-trial and nanial problems. Moreover, they also arise as subproblems in a Dantzig-Wolfe deomposition approah to more omplex ombinatorial optimization prob-lems, where they need to be solved repeatedly and therefore eiently. Here, we on-sider the multiple-lass integer knapsak problem with setups. Items are partitionedinto lasses whose use implies a setup ost and assoiated apaity onsumption.Item weights are assumed to be a multiple of their lass weight. The total weightof seleted items and setups is bounded. The objetive is to maximize the dier-ene between the prots of seleted items and the xed osts inurred for setting-uplasses. A speial ase is the bounded integer knapsak problem with setups whereeah lass holds a single item and its ontinuous version where a fration of an iteman be seleted while inurring a full setup. The paper shows the extent to whihlassial results for the knapsak problem an be generalized to these variants withsetups. In partiular, an extension of the branh-and-bound algorithm of Horowitzand Sahni is developed for problems with positive setup osts. Our diret approahis ompared experimentally with the approah proposed in the literature onsistingin onverting the problem into a multiple hoie knapsak with pseudo-polynomialsize.Keywords: Knapsak problem, xed ost, setup, variable upper bound, branh-and-bound.The Multiple-lass Integer Knapsak problem with Setups (MIKS) is dened as fol-lows. The knapsak has apaity W . There are n item lasses, indexed by i = 1, . . . , n,with assoiated setup ost, fi ∈ IR, and setup apaity onsumption, si ∈ IR+. Eahlass is made of its own items (i, j) for j = 1, . . . , ni ∈ IN with assoiated prot pij ∈ IR1
and upper bound uij ∈ IN . The apaity onsumption of item (i, j) is assumed to be amultiple of a lass weight, wi ∈ IR+, i.e. wij = mij wi for some multipliity mij ∈ IN(assuming wij ≤ W ). Moreover, there are lower and upper bounds, ai ≤ bi ∈ IN , onthe total multipliity of items that may be seleted within eah lass. The objetive isto maximize the sum of the prots assoiated with seleted items minus the xed ostsinurred for setting-up lasses.Thus, model MIKS takes the form:
max
n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
pi j xi j −
n∑
i=1
fiyi (1)
[MIKS] s.t.
n∑
i=1
((
ni∑
j=1
mi j wi xi j) + si yi) ≤ W (2)
ai yi ≤
ni∑
j=1
mi j xi j ≤ bi yi for i = 1, . . . n (3)
xi j ≤ ui j yi for i = 1, . . . n and j = 1, . . . , ni (4)
xi j ∈ IN for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , ni (5)
yi ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, . . . , n , (6)where xij denotes the number of opies of item j that are hosen within lass i and
yi = 1 i lass i is setup. The main developments of the paper are made under restritiveassumptions that simplify the haraterization of extreme solutions of the ontinuousrelaxation. In our branh-and-bound algorithms, we shall assume that xed osts arenon-negative:Assumption 1 (restritive) fi ≥ 0 for all i,and that there are no lass lower bounds:Assumption 2 (restritive) ai = 0 for all i.Model MIKS has several interesting speial ases. In a binary model, denoted MBKS,
xi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ij. When eah lass holds a single item, i.e. ni = 1 ∀i, MIKS gives rise tothe integer knapsak problem with setups (IKS):
max
n∑
i=1
pi xi −
n∑
i=1
fi yi (7)
[IKS] s.t.
n∑
i=1
(wi xi + si yi) ≤ W (8)
ai yi ≤ xi ≤ bi yi for i = 1, . . . n (9)
xi ∈ IN for i = 1, . . . , n (10)
yi ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, . . . , n . (11)2
Further relaxing the integrality onstraint on xi gives rise to the ontinuous knapsakproblem with setups denoted CKS. Observe that, when ai = wi = 0 and bi = 1 ∀i, all theabove models boil down to a standard binary knapsak problem (f.i., for IKS, as wi = 0,it is optimal to set xi = bi if pi ≥ 0). Hene, these models are at least as hard as thestandard binary knapsak problem.Model CKS arises as a sub-problem in apaitated multi-item lot sizing problem whensetting up the mahine for the prodution of an item requires setup time and ost: one thedemand overing onstraints are dualized the problem deomposes into a CKS problemfor eah period. Then, wi, fi and si are respetively the proessing time, the setup ostand the setup time for item i, pi is the dierene between the dual value for overing item
i demand and its prodution ost, W is the mahine apaity of that period, and [ai, bi]denes an interval of valid prodution levels for item i. A lower bound ai on produtionmay arise due to a business rule to amortize setup or due to tehnial onstraints thattranslate into a minimum bath size. Note that, for this appliation, xed ost naturallysatisfy Assumption 1. Goemans [4℄ studied the struture of the CKS polyhedron, derivedfaet dening inequalities and proposed a heuristi separation proedure.Model IKS is enountered as a sub-problem in solving the utting stok problem bybranh-and-prie [10℄. When using branhing onstraints that enfore integrality of thenumber of utting patterns that involve a given item i, the knapsak subproblem must bemodied to inlude a xed ost. Nonzero lower bounds, ai, may arise in the ourse of arounding heuristi when, in order to ahieve a feasible solution to the residual problem,one must impose a minimum prodution level in remaining utting patterns. A speialase of model IKS was studied by Sural et al. [13℄: they assume fi = 0 and wi = 1 forall i. Then, they show how to generalize the Dantzig's upper bound and they proposea primal heuristi. Both are used for setting up a depth-rst searh branh-and-boundalgorithm. Their motivations for studying this model were appliations in nane andin mahine sheduling. The assumption wi = 1 is not restritive for IKS but assuming
fi = 0 is restritive. However, the Dantzig's upper bound an be generalized to the ase
fi 6= 0 as shown in this paper.Model MBKS also arises as a sub-problem in a branh-and-prie approah to the ut-ting stok problem. Most frational solutions an be ut-o by bounding the number ofutting patterns that involves a spei binary variable of the knapsak subproblem inits 0-1 form [14℄ 1. When a branhing onstraint is added that restrits the number of1The priing problem is normally an integer knapsak problem: max{∑i pixi : ∑i wi xi ≤ W, xi ≤
bi, xi ∈ IN ∀i}. A standard 0-1 transformation onsists in introduing ni = ⌊log2 bi⌋+1 binary items (i, j)for eah integer item i with multipliity mi j = 2j−1 for j = 1, . . . , ni − 1 and mi ni = bi − ∑ni−1j=1 mi j .3
olumns involving a spei binary item (i, j), the item dual prie is modied in the pri-ing problem, leading to objetive oeients pi j 6= mij pi. If one ombines suh branhingwith that on the number of utting pattern involving a spei item i, then xed ostsare also nonzero, giving rise to model MBKS. Observe that if the binary deompositionof the priing problem is not done a priori but dynamially as branhing onstraints areintrodued on spei binary items (see [16℄ for details), then model MIKS must be used.The speial ase of model MBKS with no setups is treated in [15℄. Under the as-sumption fi = si = 0 ∀i, it is shown that the LP-relaxation an be solved by a greedyalgorithm in linear time, a result that extends those of Dantzig [3℄ and Balas and Zemel[1℄ for the 0-1 knapsak problem (this result relies on the assumption that item weightsare a multiple of their lass weight); exat algorithms are derived (branh-and-bound ordynami programs) by adapting existing algorithms for the 0-1 knapsak problem.Variants of model MBKS are onsidered in the literature. Chajakis and Guignard [2℄onsider a model where mij = 1 ∀ij, lass bound onstraints are replaed by ∑nij=1 xi j ≥
yi ∀i, and the item weights are not restrited to be a multiple of a lass weight (hene,the result of [15℄ onerning a polynomial greedy solution of the LP relaxation does notextend to the model of [2℄). The appliation that motivated their study is the shedul-ing of parallel unrelated mahines with setups where this knapsak problem arises asa subproblem. They propose and test two approahes: either a dynami programmingsolver or a two-stage approah. In the latter, the problem is transformed into a stan-dard multiple hoie 0-1 knapsak problem and solved either by dynami programmingor branh-and-bound. The transformation onsists in dening a pseudo-item for eahdominant feasible solutions within a lass. These dominant solutions are the states of adynami program for solving the binary knapsak problem dened on a single lass. Thereis a pseudo-polynomial number of them. They found that, for orrelated instanes withsmall knapsak apaity (they assume integer data and onsider W ≤ 500), the diretdynami programming approah is the most eient. When the number of families orthe knapsak apaity inreases, the two-stage approah using branh-and-bound for theseond stage is the most eient.The variant of model MBKS that is onsidered by Jans and Degraeve [5℄ is simpler.They also assume mij = 1 ∀ij and wij 6= mij wi, but their model has bi = 1 ∀i. ThisHowever, this transformation introdues multiple 0-1 representation of a given integer solution. Thealternative 0-1 deomposition proposed in [15℄ is to set mi ni = 2ni . Then, one needs to introdue expliitlass upper bounds: ∑nij=1 mi j xi j ≤ bi ∀i. It guarantees a unique representation of eah integer solution.This is essential to avoid the enumeration of symmetri solutions. A numerial omparison of branh-and-bound approahes based on the standard 0-1 transformation versus the multiple lass model is presentedin [15℄; it shows the inrease branh-and-bound tree size that may result from ignoring this symmetry.4
subproblem arises in a deomposition of a multi-item lot-sizing problem per time period.It takes the form
max{
∑
i
(
∑
j
pij xij − fi yi) :
∑
i
(
∑
j
wij xij + si yi) ≤ W,
∑
j
xij ≤ yi ∀i, xij , yi ∈ {0, 1}}where setting xij = 1 amounts to produing item i so as to over demands from theurrent period t up to t + j − 1. Moreover, their appliation assumes positive xed ost
fi ≥ 0. In this speial ase, feasible solutions verify xij = xij yi. Therefore, their modelredues to a standard multiple hoie knapsak problem
max{
∑
ij
p̃ijzij :
∑
ij
w̃ijzij ≤ W,
∑
j
zij ≤ 1 ∀i, zij ∈ {0, 1}} ;where zij = xij yi, p̃ij = pij − fi, and w̃ij = wij + si. Jans and Degraeve [5℄ developedtheir own branh-and-bound algorithm for it.The present paper proposes an analysis of models CKS and MBKS. Their extensionsto models IKS and MIKS are also disussed. The aim is to show the extent to whih las-sial approah for the knapsak problem, suh as the depth-rst-searh branh-and-boundalgorithm of Horowitz and Sahni or dynami programs (see [8℄ pages 30-31 or [9℄ pages455-456) an be generalized to variants with setups. In partiular, we show that underassumptions slightly less restritive than Assumptions 1 and 2, the LP solution to theseproblems an be obtained in polynomial time by a greedy proedure. The key to these re-sults are reformulation as ontinuous knapsak problems with multiple hoie onstraints[6℄ or lass bounds [15℄. The formulation are polynomial in size while previously proposedreformulations suh as that of [2℄ are pseudo-polynomial. However, our reformulationsare only valid for the LP-relaxation: their integer ounterparts are not equivalent to ourmodels. Therefore, the greedy LP solver does not immediately give rise to extensions ofstandard branh-and-bound proedures. The other main ontribution of the paper is aspei enumeration sheme for branh-and-bound for CKS and MBKS that exploit theproperty of optimal solutions and the greedy ordering of the LP bound. The resultingbranh-and-bound algorithms are tested and ompared to existing approahes.Dynami programming reursion an also be derived for these knapsak models withsetups. They are straightforward extension of results for the standard knapsak problem.We present them for the sake of establishing the omplexity of the various models. Ofourse, the improvements of the basi tehniques for knapsak problems: linear time om-putation of upper bound [1℄, improved variants of Dantzig's bounds, improved dynamireursion (f.i. using bounds to eliminate intermediate states, exploiting the ore, or so-alled balaned enumeration), more sophistiated branh-and-bound (f.i. making use ofdominane rules) and hybrid methods [12℄ ould also be reviewed for the ase of problems5
with setups, but this is beyond our sope. We purposely keep the presentation to basitehniques to get a point aross: to demonstrate that knapsak problems with setups arenot muh harder than standard knapsak problems.1 The ontinuous knapsak problem with setupsIn model CKS, the item seletion variables, x, are allowed to take ontinuous values.Hene, the formulation is:
max {
n∑
i=1
(pi xi −
n∑
i=1
fi yi) :
n∑
i=1
(wi xi + si yi) ≤ W ,
ai yi ≤ xi ≤ bi yi ∀i , xi ≥ 0 ∀i , yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i .} (12)Here, bounds ai and bi are not neessarily integer, i.e. ai and bi ∈ IR+, ∀i. Assumption2 an be made without loss of generality. Indeed, if ai > 0 for some i, one an transformthe problem as follows: let a′i = 0, b′i = bi − ai, s′i = si + wi ai, f ′i = fi − aipi; its solution
(x′i, y
′
i) translates into a solution for the original problem as follows: xi = (ai + x′i) y′i and
yi = y
′
i. Moreover, we an assumeAssumption 3 (without loss of generality) pi ≥ 0 for all i.Indeed, if pi < 0 for some i, xi = 0 in any optimal solution. Also, we haveAssumption 4 (without loss of generality) fi ≤ 0 for all i.Indeed, if fi ≥ pi bi for some i, it is optimal to set xi = yi = 0 and onsider the problemthat remains on the other variables. While, if 0 < fi < pi bi for some i, then, in anyoptimal solution, either xi = yi = 0 or xi ≥ fipi , beause a solution where 0 < xi < fipian be improved by setting xi = yi = 0. Thus, fipi an be interpreted as a lower bound,
ai, whih an be eliminated as explained above by re-setting b′i = bi − fipi , s′i = si + wi fipi ,
f ′i = fi −
fi
pi
pi = 0. Finally, one an also assumeAssumption 5 (without loss of generality) wi = 1 for all i.Otherwise, one an make a hange of variables x′i = wi xi and redene the assoiatedoeients: p′i = piwi , b′i = wi bi.Under Assumption 5, problem CKS an be reformulated as a multiple hoie knapsakproblem. When data are integer, i.e., when ai, bi, si ∈ IN ∀i and W ∈ IN , observe thatthe ontinuous variables x take integer value in any feasible extreme solutions. Therefore,within eah lass, one an optimize the use level x by enumeration. Hene, the probleman be reformulated as a multiple hoie knapsak problem:
max{
∑
i
bi∑
x=ai
(pi x − fi) λ
i
x :
∑
i
bi∑
x=ai
(wix + si) λ
i
x ≤ W,
bi∑
x=ai
λix ≤ 1 ∀i, λ
i
x ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, x} ,(13)6
where λix = 1 i xi = x. This formulation has pseudo-polynomial size but it leads to apossible solution approah using a solver for the multiple hoie knapsak problem, whihwe shall use in numerial omparison to our algorithm.In the rest of this setion, we make Assumptions 2 to 4 without loss of generality, butwe arry wi in the notation for the sake of extending the results to model MBKS whereAssumption 5 is not made. Similarly, when Assumption 1 is made, fi = 0 ∀i (as impliedby Assumption 4) but we keep fi in the formulation. Thus, our model is given by (12)where ai = 0, pi ≥ 0 and fi ≤ 0.1.1 Charaterizations of optimal solutionsSome properties of optimal solutions are used to develop bounding proedure or dy-nami programs. To analyse the struture of extreme solutions, note that if one xes y to
ỹ ∈ {0, 1}n, the problem redues to a ontinuous knapsak problem that admits a greedysolution.Observation 1 (Dantzig, [3℄)Let I = {i : ỹi = 1} and W̃ = W − ∑i∈I si. The resulting problem in the x variables is:
[CKP(ỹ)] ≡ max{∑
i∈I
pi xi :
∑
i∈I
wi xi ≤ W̃ , 0 ≤ xi ≤ bi ∀i ∈ I} (14)An optimal solution is obtained as follows. Assume an indexing of the items in I suhthat
p1
w1
≥
p2
w2
≥ . . . ≥
p|I|
w|I|
.Let c be the index for whih ∑i<c bi wi < W̃ but ∑i≤c bi wi ≥ W̃ . Then, set
xi = bi for i < c, (15)
xc =
W̃ −
∑
i<c wi bi
wc
, (16)
xi = 0 otherwise. (17)This standard observation yields to the onlusion that xi ∈ {0, bi} for all i but one. Thesame observation was made in [13℄ for the ase fi = 0 ∀i. Moreover, in that ase, [13℄adds that the item with 0 < xi < bi, if any, has the smallest ratio piwi of non zero items.This property generalizes trivially to our ase. Let us expliitly state this haraterizationof extreme solutions to CKS for easy referene.
7
Observation 2 An optimal solution exists to problem CKS where, for eah i, one of thefollowing ase arises (i) yi = 1 and xi = bi(ii) yi = 1 and 0 < xi < bi(iii) yi = xi = 0(iv) yi = 1 and xi = 0Furthermore, ase (ii) an only be assumed by one of the items whih is alled the ritialitem. Case (iv) an only arise if fi < 0. Moreover, the level of the ritial item, c, if any,is set so as to ll the remaining apaity of the knapsak. It is omputed as xc = (W−W )wcwhere
W =
∑
k∈I
(wk bk + sk) + sc +
∑
k∈J
skfor some sets I ⊆ {k : pk
wk
≥ pc
wc
} and J ⊆ {k : fk < 0 and pcwc ≥ pkwk }.Indeed, if yi = 1 and xi = 0 but fi = 0, yi an feasibly be set to zero without dereasingthe prot. The rest of the observation results from the following proedure. Let (x∗, y∗)be an optimal solution to problem CKS. Let us x the y variables to their optimal 0-1values y∗. From observation 1, we derive an assoiated solution x′ dened by (15-17).Solution (x′, y∗) is optimum and has the above form.The ontinuous relaxation of model CKS is given by (12) where yi ∈ {0, 1} is replaedby yi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i. Then, the value of the lass i solution in the LP solution an be anythingin the onvex hull of extreme solutions (i), (iii) and (iv) of Observation 2 (note thatase (ii) is in this onvex hull). For instane, one an generate any prot between 0 and
pi bi − fi by setting yi = xibi and letting xi vary between 0 and bi. The assoiated apaityonsumption is (wi + sibi ) xi. Similarly, if fi < 0, any pair of (p, w) = (−yi fi, yi si) an beahieved by setting xi = 0 and varying yi ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, the ontinuous relaxation ofCKS an be reformulated as follows:
max
n∑
i=1
((pi bi − fi)z
b
i − fiz
f
i ) (18)
n∑
i=1
((wi bi + si) z
b
i + si z
f
i ) ≤ W (19)
zbi + z
f
i ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n (20)
zbi ∈ [0, 1] for i = 1, . . . , n (21)
z
f
i ∈ [0, 1] for i = 1, . . . , n (22)When zfi = 0, letting zbi vary from 0 to 1 allows to ahieve any ontinuous solution in theonvex hull of extreme solutions (i) and (iii) of Observation 2. Inversely, setting zbi = 0and letting zfi vary from 0 to 1 allows to ahieve any ontinuous solution in the onvexhull of extreme solutions (iii) and (iv). While, setting zfi = 1 − zbi , allows to ahieve any8
ontinuous solutions of type (ii) in the onvex hull of extreme solutions (i) and (iv). Anyother solution for lass i has a prot to apaity onsumption ratio that is worse thanthose that we onsidered. The mapping from a solution z of (18-22) to a solution (x, y)for the LP relaxation of CKS is given by xi = bi zbi and yi = zbi + zfi .Thus, we have shown thatProposition 1 The LP relaxation of CKS is equivalent to the ontinuous relaxation ofbinary knapsak problem with multiple hoie onstraints (18-22).The latter is known to admit a greedy solution [6℄. Hene, this result extends to our modelwith setups. Moreover, one an haraterized the onditions under-whih ontinuoussolutions with zfi > 0 are dominated:Observation 3 If pi bi−fi
wi bi+si
≥ −fi
si
, there exists an optimal solution to (18-22) where zfi = 0.Note that Assumption 1 implies pi bi−fi
wi bi+si
≥ −fi
si
∀i. Let us write the greedy LP solution.Under the assumption of Observation 3, the speial ordered set (SOS) onstraints (20)are redundant and (18-22) redues to a standard binary knapsak LP relaxation:Observation 4 If pi bi−fi
wi bi+si
≥ −fi
si
∀i, an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of problemCKS is given by indexing the items in order that
(p1 b1 − f1)
(w1 b1 + s1)
≥
(p2 b2 − f2)
(w2 b2 + s2)
≥ . . . ≥
(pn bn − fn)
(wn bn + sn)
. (23)and setting
xi = bi and yi = 1 for i < c,
xc =
W −
∑
i<c(wi bi + si)
(wc +
sc
bc
)
and yc = xc
bc
,
xi = 0 and yi = 0 for i > c ,where c is the index in the sorted item order suh that
∑
i<c
(wi bi + si) < W but ∑
i≤c
(wi bi + si) ≥ W .This observation merely translates the greedy LP solution of (18-22) in the (x, y) variables(when zfi = 0 ∀i).Now onsider the integer version of formulation (18-22) where zbi , zfi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i. It isimportant to note that, although model CKS and formulation (18-22) have the same LPsolution, the integer version of (18-22) is not equivalent to model CKS. Indeed, a solutionwhere ase (ii) of Observation 2 is optimal for some item i annot be represented as aninteger solution in the z-formulation. 9
1.2 Branh-and-BoundThe standard Branh-and-Bound algorithm of Horowitz and Sahni for the 0-1 knap-sak problem [9℄ is a speialized depth-rst-searh branh-and-bound where variables arexed in an order that is greedy for both primal and dual bounding proedure. Hene,the rst leaf node to be explored when plunging depth into the tree orresponds to agreedy primal solution while baktraking leads to exploring progressively more distantneighbors of this greedy solution. The dual bounds need not be reomputed after xing avariable to one: their value dier from that of the parent node only for the branh wherewe part from the greedy ordering, i.e., when a variable is xed to zero.The extension to model CKS is not trivial. Indeed, the proedure requires that thesame greedy approah solves both LP and IP problems. We have suh greedy approahfor the z-formulation but not for the (x, y)-formulation. As mentioned above, both for-mulation are not equivalent in IP term. This diulty an be overome by impliitlydealing with both the z-formulation (for dual deisions) and the (x, y)-formulation (forprimal deisions). To illustrate how, we expliitly provide a branh-and-bound proedureunder Assumption 1 whih simplies the problem.We use the greedy ordering (23) that was dened for the z variables. But, the xingof z variables has a dierent interpretation for dual and primal bounds. The primal so-lution (x, y) assoiated with a dual solution z is obtained by rounding-up the frationalsetup inluded in z (whih yields a setup solution ỹ) and by setting x to the value ofthe optimal solution of CKP(ỹ) dened in Observation 1. This ensures that the solutionwe build obeys the haraterization of Observation 2. The so alled forward moves aresequenes of branhes where a zi variable is xed to 1. Forward moves are interspersedwith xing-to-zero branhes where a zi variable is set to zero whih we interpret as xingthe assoiated xi to zero for the primal bound. Primal and dual bounds are evaluatedafter eah xing-to-zero branhing.The branh-and-bound searh is organized as follows: Items are onsidered in theorder (23). For eah item i, three ases are onsidered: (a) zi = 1 (whih, for the primalbound, orresponds to setting xi = bi and yi = 1), (b) yi = 1, and x is free, (c) zi = 0.However, Observation 2 tells us that ase (b) needs only be onsidered if the knapsak islled at full apaity. Hene, we an manage with a binary tree where only two branhesare dened for eah item: the rst branh to be explored orresponds to aggregated ase
(a) or (b), while the seond branh orresponds to ase (c). When ase (a) is feasiblegiven the residual apaity, the rst branh is interpreted as ase (a) as it dominatesase (b). But when branhing on ase (a) is infeasible due to lak of apaity, all theprevious left branhes are interpreted as ase (b). In the latter situation, we have reahed10
a leaf node whih we all A type leaf node (the knapsak is lled at full apaity) where
CKP (y) is solved aording to Observation 1. Another type of leaf node (alled B type)arises when there are no more items to onsider. In the latter ase, as the branh zn = 1has been explored, the branh zn = 0 does not need to be explored as it is dominated.This algorithm is presented in Table 1 (in a pseudo-language where we make use of someC++ notations). In our notations, INC is the value of the inumbent solution, Z isthe value of the urrent partial solution, U is the urrent dual bound, C is the urrentresidual apaity and v is the return value of the routine solving CKP (y). The greedyheuristi for the primal problem used in this branh-and-bound proedure an be usedindependently. It is given in Table 2.Table 1: Branh-and-Bound algorithm for CKS under Assumption 1Initialization: Sort items aording to (23).Let INC = Z = 0; C = W ; x = y = 0; i = 1.Compute UB: Let U = Z; K = C; l = i;while (l ≤ n) and (K ≥ wlbl + sl), do {
U+= (plbl − fl); K−= (wl bl + sl); l = l + 1. }If (l ≤ n), U+= (plbl − fl) K(wl bl+sl) .Test Pruning: if (U ≤ INC), goto Baktraking.Forward Move: While (i ≤ n) and (wibi + si ≤ C), do {
Z+= (pibi − fi); C−= (wi bi + si); xi = bi; yi = 1; i = i + 1.}Type A Leaf Node: If (i ≤ n) /* and (wibi + si > C) */, do {If (si < C), { let yi = 1; v = CKP (y);
x̃ = argmax{CKP (y)}; if (v > INC), INC = v, reord (x̃, y);}Let xi = yi = 0; i = i + 1; /* Zero Setting */ and go to Compute UB. }Type B Leaf Node: Else /* (i = n + 1) */, do {If (Z > INC), {INC = Z; reord (x, y);}Let i = i − 1;If (yi == 1), { Z−= (pi bi − fi); C+= (wi bi + si); xi = yi = 0.}}Baktraking: Do (i = i − 1) while (yi == 0) and (i ≥ 1).If (i == 0), STOP.
Z−= (pibi − fi); C+= (wi bi + si); xi = yi = 0; i = i + 1 /* Zero Setting */.Go to Compute UB.
11
Table 2: Primal heuristi for CKS under Assumption 1Step A: Sort items aording to (23). Let C = W ; x = y = 0; inumbent = 0; i = 1.Step B: While (C > wibi + si) and (i ≤ n), do { xi = bi; yi = 1; C−= (wi bi + si); i++.}Step C: If (i > n), { reord solution (x, y); update the inumbent; and STOP.}Step D: Let yi = 1; solve CKP (y) aording to Observation 1 and update the inumbent.Step E: Let yi = 0; i = i + 1; and go to Step B.1.3 Dynami programming reursion for the CKS problemHere, we assume integer data: si, wi, and W ∈ IN . To solve problem CKS, one animplement a dynami programming reursion that omputes the best solution of the formdesribed in Observation 2. Let the item indexing be suh that
p1
w1
≥
p2
w2
≥ . . . ≥
pn
wn
.Let V k(C) be the best value that an be aumulated using items 1 up to k at level
xk ∈ {0, bk} and using a apaity C. Setting V 0(C) = 0 for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W , the values
V k(C) an be omputed reursively:
V k(C) = max{V k−1(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=yk=0
, V k−1(C − wk bk − sk) + pk bk − fk
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=bk, yk=1
}for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W and k = 1, . . . , n. This requires O(nW ) operations. Let Uk(C) bethe best value that an be aumulated using items n down to k at level xk = 0 but with
yk ∈ {0, 1} and using a apaity C. Setting Un+1(C) = 0 for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W , the values
Uk(C) an be omputed reursively:
Uk(C) = max{Uk+1(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
yk=0
, Uk+1(C − sk) − fk
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=0, yk=1
}for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W and k = n, . . . , 1. This requires another O(nW ) operations. Then, theoptimal solution value for CKS an be obtained as
max{V n(W ), U1(W ),
max
1≤k≤n
{ max
C1,C2:W−bk wk<C1+C2+sk<W
{ V k−1(C1)+(W −C1−C2−sk)
pk
wk
−fk +U
k+1(C2)}} } .These latter omputations require another O(nW 2) operations. The assoiated (x, y) so-lution is easy to obtain.Under Assumption 1, Uk(C) = 0 for all k, C and the above maximization in C2 is notneeded. Then, the omplexity is O(n W ). When the upper bounds bi are not tight, i.e.12
bi ≥
W−si
wi
for all i, no items k an be taken at level xk = bk, hene V k(C) = 0 for all k, Cand the above maximization in C1 is not needed. Then, the omplexity is also O(n W ).When Assumption 1 holds and items are unbounded, solving the problem requires O(n)(without sorting the items, one just needs to enumerate on whih should be the ritialitem).For the general ase where some fi may be negative, another dynami programmingreursion an be dened whose omplexity is O(n2W ) and does not require to sort itemsbeforehand: Let T k,i(C) be the best value that an be aumulated with items 1 upto k, with xk ∈ {0, bk} when yk = 1, while not using i (yi = 0) and using a apaity
C ∈ {0, . . . , W}:
T k,i(C) = max{T k−1,i(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=yk=0
, T k−1,i(C − sk) − fk
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=0,yk=1
, T k−1,i(C − wk bk − sk) + pk bk − fk
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xk=bk , yk=1
}(24)if k 6= i, or T k,i(C) = T k−1,i(C) if k = i. Then, the optimal solution value an be obtainedas
max
1≤i≤n
max
C
{T n,i(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xi=yi=0
, T n,i(C) + min{
(W − C − si)
+
wi
, bi}pi − fi δ(W − C − si > 0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
0≤xi≤bi, yi=δ(W−C−si>0)
, (25)
T n,i(C) − fi δ(W − C − si ≥ 0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xi=0,yi=δ(W−C−si≥0)
} . (26)where δ(∗) = 1 if (∗) = true and (∗)+ = max{0, ∗}. Some omputations an be saved byobserving that T k,i(C) = T k,i+1(C) for k < i, but this remark does not hange the worstase omplexity.2 The multiple-lass binary knapsak with setupsModel MBKS is dened by setting item bounds uij to 1 and restriting xi j to bebinary, i.e., the model takes the form:
max{
n∑
i=1
(
ni∑
j=1
pi j xi j−
n∑
i=1
fiyi) :
n∑
i=1
((
ni∑
j=1
mi j wixi j)+siyi) ≤ W, aiyi ≤
ni∑
j=1
mi j xi j ≤ biyi ∀i,
xij ≤ yi ∀i, j , xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j , yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i .} (27)Here, Assumption 2 is restritive: indeed, if ai > 0 there is a knapsak sub-problem to besolved to deide whih items (i, j) within lass i should be seleted to satisfy this lowerbound. Also note that we annot assume positive prot pi j . An item (i, j) with negativeprot pij < 0 might be worth seleting to satisfy the lower bound ai. However, if ai = 0,one an make non restritive assumptions: 13
Assumption 6 (without loss of generality) Under Assumption 2, pij ≥ 0 for all j.Otherwise, xij = 0 in any optimal solution. Similarly, Assumption 4 takes a weaker form:Assumption 7 (without loss of generality) Under Assumption 2, fi < max{∑j pijxij :
∑
j mij xij ≤ bi, xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀j}.Otherwise, if the set-up ost is larger than the maximum prot that an be generatedwith the lass i items, it is optimal to set xij = 0 ∀j and yi = 0. Finally, eliminatingrational lass weights wi as in Assumption 5 is feasible (by setting m′ij = mijwi, a′i = aiwi,
b′i = biwi and multiplying by a onstant suiently large to take this number integer);but it is not reommended as it introdues large numbers in knapsak onstraints (3).MBKS an be reformulated as a multiple hoie knapsak, in the line of the workof Chajakis and Guignard [2℄. Sine we assumed that all items have a weight that is amultiple of the lass weight, the apaity onsumption of a lass i, i.e., wi (∑j mij xij),is the same for all solutions (xij)j=1,···,ni that yield the same total multipliity Mi :=
∑
j mij xij . As a result, the optimization within eah lass an be done independentlyof the global optimization of the use of the knapsak apaity W . Thus, for eah lass,one an theoretially enumerate all pairs (Mi := ∑j mijxij , Pi := ∑j pij xij) that anbe ahieved by 0-1 solutions xij . Note that one only needs to onsider undominatedpairs (Mi, Pi): a pair (Mi, Pi) is dominated if another lass i solution ahieves a prot atleast as large with a smaller multipliity or a greater prot for the same multipliity. Toompute all undominated pairs, one needs to solve an all-apaities knapsak problemfor eah lass i (a dynami program is well suited for this), i.e. for eah M = ai, . . . , bi,we ompute:
Pi(M) = max{
∑
j
pij xij :
∑
j
mij xij = M, xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀j} (28)Then, the multiple hoie knapsak reformulation of MBKS is given by:
max{
∑
i
bi∑
M=ai
(Pi(M) − fi)λ
i
M :
∑
i
bi∑
M=ai
(M wi + si) λ
i
M ≤ W,
bi∑
M=ai
λiM ≤ 1 ∀i, λ
i
M ∈ {0, 1}∀i, M} (29)This reformulation involves a pseudo-polynomial number of variables. As for CKS, we usethis multi-hoie knapsak reformulation approah to benhmark our numerial results.2.1 Charaterizations of optimal solutionsIn analyzing the struture of optimal solutions, rst note that an optimal solution mayhave yi = 1 while the xij 's are set to the minimum value that allows to satisfy the lasslower bound ai. However, this is not the ase when ai = 0 and fi ≥ 0.14
Observation 5 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exists an optimal solution where yi =
0 when ∑j xij = 0.The haraterisation of LP solution to MBKS also relies on a deomposition per itemlass:Observation 6 Consider solutions to the LP relaxation of MBKS. Their projetion inthe subspae (xi = ∑j mij xij , yi) assoiated with lass i are onvex ombinations of thefollowing extreme points:
(i) xi = 0 (i.e. xij = 0 ∀j) and yi = 0 ,
(ii) xi =
∑
j mij xij = ai and yi = 1 ,
(iii) xi =
∑
j mij xij = bi and yi = 1 .If the prot per unit of knapsak apaity of extreme solution (ii) is less than that of (iii),i.e., if
P LPi (ai) − fi
wi ai + si
≤
P LPi (bi) − fi
wi bi + si
(30)where P LPi (M) is the solution to the LP relaxation of (28), then one only needs to on-sider solutions that are onvex ombination of ases (i) and (iii). The reverse ase, i.e.
P LP
i
(ai)−fi
wi ai+si
>
P LP
i
(bi)−fi
wi bi+si
, an only arise if ai > 0 or fi < 0.This observation results from the analysis of extreme solutions for the single lass knap-sak problems dene by onstraints (3). Figure 1 illustrates both the ase where the slope
P LPi (ai)−fi
wi ai+si
>
P LPi (bi)−fi
wi bi+si
and vie versa.PSfrag replaementsP LPi (ai)−fiwi ai+si P LPi (bi)−fiwi bi+si
ai bi
xi
0
PSfrag replaements
P LPi (ai)−fi
wi ai+si
P LP
i
(bi)−fi
wi bi+si
ai bi
xi
0
(a) (b)Figure 1: Ratio of lass i prot per unit of knapsak apaity onsumptionSimilarly to what we did for model CKS, we an derive from Observation 6 a z-re-formulation of the LP relaxation of MBKS. In the ontinuous relaxation of MBKS, item
(i, j) an yield a prot per unit equal toeither pij aimij − fi
wi ai + si
or pij bimij − fi
wi bi + si15
or a onvex ombination of these two, depending of whether it is ontributing to the lasseort of targeting extreme solution (ii) or (iii) of Observation 6 or their ombination.Case (ii) an be split in two sub-ases, either ai > 0 or fi < 0. Let Ia = {i : ai > 0}and If = {i : ai = 0 and fi < 0}. Thus, Ia ∩ If = ∅. For i ∈ If , the extreme solution
(ii) takes the form (xi = 0, yi = 1). Hene, we introdue variable zfi ∈ [0, 1] suh that
z
f
i = 1 represents solution (xi = 0, yi = 1). Similarly, for i ∈ Ia, we dene a variable zaijfor eah item (i, j) of lass i, suh as zaij = 1 if item (i, j) ontributes in full to targetingextreme solution (ii). Symmetrially, variables zbij are dened for i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n} andassoiated with extreme solutions (iii). With these notations, the LP relaxation of MBKSan be reformulated as
max
∑
i∈Ia
ni∑
j=1
(pij −
fi
ai
mij) z
a
i j +
∑
i∈I
ni∑
j=1
(pij −
fi
bi
mij) z
b
i j −
∑
i∈If
fiz
f
i (31)s.t. ∑
i∈Ia
ni∑
j=1
(wi +
si
ai
) mi j z
a
i j +
∑
i∈I
ni∑
j=1
(wi +
si
bi
) mi j z
b
i j +
∑
i∈If
si z
f
i ≤ W (32)
ni∑
j=1
[
mi j
ai
zai j +
mi j
bi
zbi j] ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I
a (33)
ni∑
j=1
mi j
bi
zbi j + z
f
i ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I
f (34)
zai j + z
b
i j ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ I
a, j
zai j ∈ [0, 1] ∀i ∈ I
a, j
zbi j ∈ [0, 1] ∀i ∈ I, j
z
f
i ∈ [0, 1] ∀i ∈ I
f (35)A solution z translates into a solution for the LP relaxation of MBKS as follows:
xij = z
a
ij + z
b
ij and yi = ∑
j
(
mi j
ai
zai j +
mi j
bi
zbi j) + z
f
i (36)Constraints (33-34) are required to enfore yi ∈ [0, 1]. Observe that onstraints (3) arebuilt in the denition of the hange of variables. Indeed, if we replae x and y by theirexpression in z in (3), in the ase ai > 0, we obtain:
ai
∑
j
(zaij
mij
ai
+ zbij
mij
bi
) ≤
∑
j
mij (z
a
ij + z
b
ij) ≤ bi
∑
j
(zaij
mij
ai
+ zbij
mij
bi
)whih is always satised beause ai
bi
≤ 1 in the left-hand-side and bi
ai
≥ 1 in the right-hand-side. In the ase ai = 0, (3) is trivially veried. Hene, we have shown thatProposition 2 The LP relaxation of MBKS is equivalent to the ontinuous relaxation ofbinary knapsak problem with lass bounds and SOS onstraints (31-35).On one hand, it is known that the LP relaxation of binary knapsak problem with SOSonstraints admits a greedy solution [6℄. On the other hand, [15℄ shows that the LP16
relaxation of a binary knapsak with lass bounds an also be solved using a greedy pro-edure. But, solving problem (31-35) requires dealing with both SOS onstraints andlass bounds. We have not found a greedy proedure to solve this ase involving bothomplexities. Instead, we develop a greedy LP solution for the speial ase where SOSonstraints are redundant, a result that extends that of referene [15℄ to the ase withsetups.We make the simplifying assumption that all lass i items target a lling up to bibeause this orresponds to a better ratio:Assumption 8 (restritive)
pij
ai
mij
− fi
wi ai + si
≤
pij
bi
mij
− fi
wi bi + si
∀(i, j) .This assumption orresponds to the ase illustrated by part (b) of Figure 1. Note thatAssumption 1 implies the above sine, when fi ≥ 0, either ai > 0 and (pij − fiai mij) ≤
(pij −
fi
bi
mij) while (wi + siai ) ≥ (wi + sibi ), or ai = 0 and pij ≥ 0 as stated in Assumption6. Hene, Assumption 8 an be understood as a little less restritive than Assumption 1.Observation 7 Under Assumption 8, problem (31-35) admits a solution where all vari-ables zaij and zfi have value zero.Indeed, if Assumption 8 holds and zaij > 0, one an modify the solution by setting zaij ′ = 0and zbij ′ = zbij + (wi+ siai ) mij(wi+ sibi ) mij zaij . This solution modiation is feasible with regard to knap-sak onstraint (32) by onstrution but also with regard to onstraint (33) as it an beeasily heked. Moreover, the prot value of the modied solution is not less than theoriginal. Similarly, if zfi > 0, dereasing its value allows to inrease some zbij value ofbetter prot ratio.Then, we an give a greedy LP solution to MBKS:Proposition 3 If Assumption 8 holds, an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of MBKSis given by the following proedure. Sort the items (i, j) in non-inreasing order of theirratio:
(pij −
fi
bi
mij)
(wi +
si
bi
) mij
(37)Let m = ∑i ni and k = 1, . . . , m be the item indies in that ordering. Ki is the set ofitems k that belong to lass i:
Ki = {k : ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , ni} with k = (i, j)} .17
For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let the ritial item for lass i be ci ∈ Ki, be suh that
∑
k∈Ki, k<ci
mk ≤ bi but ∑
k∈Ki, k≤ci
mk > bi . (38)Let Ki(l) = {k ∈ Ki : k < ci and k < l }, Ib(l) = {i : ci < l }, and
W (l) =
∑
i
∑
k∈Ki(l)
(wi +
si
bi
) mk +
∑
i∈Ib(l)
(wi +
si
bi
) (bi −
∑
k∈Ki(l)
mk) . (39)Then, let the global ritial item, c ∈ {1, . . . , m}, be the highest index item suh that
W (c) ≤ W but W (c) + (wic + sic
bic
) mc > W (40)where ic refers to the lass ontaining the global ritial item (i.e. c ∈ Kic) and set
xk = 1 for k ∈ Ki(c) and i = 1, . . . , n, (41)
xci =
1
mci
(bi −
∑
k∈Ki(c)
mk) for i ∈ Ib(c), (42)
xc =
1
(wic +
sic
bic
) mc
(W − W (c)) if c ∈ Kic (43)
xk = 0 otherwise (44)
yi = 1 for i ∈ Ib(c) (45)
yic =
∑
k∈Kic(c) mk + mc xc
bic
for i : c ∈ Ki (46)
yi = 0 otherwise. (47)Proof: Observation 7 implies that in the LP formulation (31-35) we only keep the zbijvariables. The simplied formulation is that of a ontinuous multiple lass knapsakproblem that admits a greedy solution as proved in [15℄. Converting the greedy solution
z into the original variables x and y provides the desired result.2.2 Branh-and-BoundThe greedy proedure that allows to solve (31-35) under Assumption 8 an be thebasis for a speialized branh-and-bound algorithm for MBKS that generalizes the depth-rst-searh algorithm of Horowitz and Sahni. However, we are onfronted with the samediulty as for model CKS: the greedy proedure is dened for the z-formulation whoseIP ounterpart is not equivalent to model MBKS. To overome it, we branh on z vari-ables but make orretions to the primal solutions to make them feasible for MBKS.To simplify the presentation, we make Assumptions 1 and 2 that imply Assumption8. Then, the integer version of the z-formulation takes the form
max
n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(pij −
fi
bi
mij) zi j (48)18
s.t. n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
(wi +
si
bi
) mi j zi j ≤ W (49)
∑
j
mi j zi j ≤ bi ∀i (50)
zi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j . (51)Problem MBKS and problem (48-51) admit the same LP solution but not the same integersolution. The Branh-and-Bound strategy is to apply the Horowitz and Sahni sheme tothe above z-formulation, to translate z solution into a feasible solution (x, y) for MBKS,by applying the mapping (36) and rounding-up the y variables, and to adapt the residualproblem dynamially at eah branh-and-bound node.Fixing zi j to 1, translate into xing xi j = 1 and also yi = 1 (if the lass set-up wasnot already set to 1). Hene, for the residual problem, the attrativity of the items (i, j)from lass i with yi = 1 is proportional to their ratio
pij
wimij
. (52)Thus, at a given branh-and-bound node, the z-formulation of the residual problem takesthe form
max
∑
i∈I0
∑
j∈Ji
(pij −
fi
bi
mij) zi j +
∑
i∈I1
∑
j∈Ji
pij zi j (53)s.t. ∑
i∈I0
∑
j∈Ji
(wi +
si
bi
) mi j zi j +
∑
i∈I1
∑
j∈Ji
wi mi j zi j ≤ C (54)
∑
j∈Ji
mi j zi j ≤ Ci ∀i (55)
zi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j . (56)where I0 (resp. I1) is the set of lasses for whih yi is still at value zero (resp. is alreadyset to 1), Ji denotes the set of lass i items that have not yet been xed to 0 or 1, Cdenotes the remaining knapsak apaity, and Ci is the residual upper bound on lass
i items. By extension of the above arguments, one an easily be onvined that, at agiven branh-and-bound node, problem (53-56) and the residual MBKS problem in its
(x, y)-formulation have the same LP value and therefore omputing the LP-solution of(53-56) provides a valid dual bound for that node. Finally, observe that a preproessingan be applied to (53-56). Any item (i, j) with i ∈ I0 that is suh that (wi mi j + si) > Cannot be in the solution of the (x, y)-formulation of the residual problem. Therefore, itan be removed from the z-formulation (53-56) before omputing its LP value.The LP-relaxation of (53-56) admits a greedy solution. Items whose lass is in I0 aresorted by dereasing ratio (37), while those whose lass is in I1 are sorted by dereas-ing ratio (52) and the two sorted lists are merged to dene the greedy ordering. Then,19
items are onsidered in that order and taken into the LP solution while there remainssome knapsak apaity and some lass multipliity. Thus, the Compute UB step ofour branh-and-bound is implemented so as to ompute the upper bound of Proposition 3adapted to the residual problem: for items whose lass is in I1, we use ratio (52) insteadof (37), apaity onsumption wi mi j and prot pi j. This upper bound will have to bereomputed after eah xing to zero as in the Horowitz and Sahni algorithm, but alsoafter eah xing to 1 of a new yi variable, as it modies the partition I0, I1, and henethe partition of the items.Our branh-and-bound algorithm is presented in Table 3. Items k denotes the nextitem in the greedy ordering for the urrent residual problem (53-56). It is obtained dy-namially from two stati lists that are sorted a priori. Eah item (i, j) is representedtwie, one in list L0 as an item whose lass is not setup and one in list L1 as an itemwhose lass is setup (dening spei pk, wk, and mk value as desribed in Table 3). Eahlist is appropriately sorted by dereasing ratio pk
wk
. One moves forward in list L0 (resp.
L1) ignoring items whose lass is setup (resp. not setup) and a funtion named nextompares the next andidate from the two lists and returns that with the largest ratio pk
wk
.However, the ursor in eah list must be reset after eah modiation of a lass setup.The order in whih items have been onsidered is memorized in a data struture to enablebaktraking through a all to funtion prev.The other notations used in Table 3 are analogous to that of Table 1, exept for Kithat stands for the remaining apaity/multipliity within lass i. Moreover, ik denotesthe lass index of item k and jk its index within the lass. In Forward Moves, we set zk'sto one in formulation (53-56), whih amount to xing x(ik ,jk) to 1 in MBKS. If ik ∈ I0,we set yik = 1, we update C, Z, and the resulting residual problem formulation (plaing
ik ∈ I
1), and we reset the greedy ordering of the remaining items. Then, we return tothe Compute UB step. Otherwise, we ontinue our sequene of xing zk's to one. Thisis repeated while there remains some lass apaity and some knapsak apaity to insertfurther items, i.e., while C ≥ wmin, where wmin is the smallest item weight. Otherwise, thenext item is set to zero and the dual bound must be reomputed. A leaf node is reahedwhen the knapsak is lled or there are no more items to onsider. In the latter ase, asthe branh zn = 1 has been explored, the branh zn = 0 does not need to be explored as itis dominated. Baktraking must insure that the lass setup is set to zero when the lastpositive item of that lass is set to zero. This is done in the WithdrawItem(k) subroutineof Table 4. Within this branh-and-bound proedure lies a primal greedy heuristi thatould be used independently. Note that alternative primal heuristis an be developedthat make use of deomposition of the problem into knapsak subproblems for eah lass.20
Table 3: Branh-and-Bound for MBKS when fi ≥ 0 and ai = 0 ∀iInitialization: Let N = ∑i ni. Eah item (i, j) is dupliated. The rst opy is dened by
mk = mij , wk = (wi + sibi ) mij, and pk = pij − fibi mij , k = 1, . . . , N ; and
L0 is the list of the rst opies sorted in dereasing order of their ratio (37).The seond opies are dened by mk = mij , wk = wi mij, and pk = pij , ∀k; and
L1 is the list of the seond opies sorted in dereasing order of their ratio (52).Let wmin = mink{wik mk}; C = W ; Ci = bi, ∀i; Z = 0; x = y = 0;
INC = 0; k is the rst item of L0. Let next(k) be a subroutine that returnsthe best item next to k in greedy order for the urrent residual problem (53-56)by proper extration from either L0 or L1, reset reatualizes it after eah lasssetup modiation, and prev returns the item xed at the previous B&B node.Compute UB: Let U = Z; K = C; Ki = Ci, ∀i; and let l = k.Step A: While (l ≤ N) and (wl ≤ K) and (ml ≤ Kil) {If (wil mil,jl + sil(1 − yil) > C), {l = next(l), goto Step A. }
U+= pl; K−= wl; Kil−= ml; l = next(l). }Step B: If (l > N), goto Test Pruning.Step C: If ((ml > Kil) and (wl Kilml ≤ K)),{U+= pl Kilml ; K−= wl Kilml ; Kil = 0; l = next(l); go to Step A}.Step D: /* (wl > K) or even (wl Kilml > K) */ U+= pl Kwl .Test Pruning: If (U ≤ INC), goto Baktraking.Forward Move: While (k ≤ N) and (wik mk + sik (1 − yik) ≤ C) and (mk ≤ Cik), do {
x(ik ,jk) = 1; C−= wk; Cik−= mk; Z+= pk;if (yik == 1), then k = next(k);else {yik = 1; C−= sik ; Z−= fik ; reset; goto Compute UB; } }If (k > N) or (C < wmin), /* leaf node */ goto Reord Inumb.Set item to 0: /* ((wik mk + si (1 − yik) > C) or (mk > Cik) */
k = next(k). If (k > N), goto Reord Inumb. Else, goto Compute UB.Reord Inumb:If (Z > INC), then INC = Z and reord (x, y).Pre-baktrak: If (k > N), {k = prev; if (x(ik ,jk) == 1), WithdrawItem(k); }Baktraking: Do { k = prev; } while ((x(ik ,jk) == 0) and (k ≥ 1)).If (k == 0), STOP./* (x(ik ,jk) == 1) */ WithdrawItem(k); k = next(k).Go to Compute UB.
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Table 4: subroutine WithdrawItem(k) of the Branh-and-Bound for MBKSLet x(ik ,jk) = 0; C+= wk; Cik+= mk; Z−= pk.If (Cik == bi), do {yik = 0; C+= sik ; Z+= fik ; reset; }.
2.2.1 Dynami programs for model MBKSA solution by dynami programming assumes integer data: si, wi, and W ∈ IN . Letus rst onsider the unbounded ase where ai = 0 and bi ≥ ⌊W−siwi ⌋ for all i. Then, one anwrite a dynami programming reursion where V i(C) denes the best value that an beahieved using items from lass k = 1, . . . , i with a apaity onsumption C and V ij(C)denes the best value that an be ahieved using items from lass k = 1, . . . , i − 1 plusat least one item among the rst j items of lass i, with a apaity onsumption C. The
V ij(C) and V i(C) values an be omputed reursively as follows:
V ij(C) = max{ V i,j−1(C), V i,j−1(C − wi mij) + pij,
V i−1(C − wi mij − si) − fi + pij} (57)
V i(C) = max{ V i−1(C), V i,ni(C), V i−1(C − si) − fi} .Suh dynami program requires O(∑i ni W ) operations. 2For the bounded ase, one must rst solve a knapsak sub-problem within eah lassbefore solving the overall problem: Let U i(M) be the optimal value that an be ahievedwith lass i items using a multipliity of exatly M units. U ij(M) is dened by analogywith the above V ij(C) denition. One an ompute U i(M) and U ij(M) by dynamiprogramming: Initially, U i,j(0) = 0 ∀j and U i,0(M) = −∞ for M = 1, . . . , bi; then, onesets U ij(M) = U i,j−1(M) for M = 1, . . . , mij − 1 and one omputes
U ij(M) = max{U i,j−1(M), U i,j−1(M − mij) + pij} (58)
M = mij , . . . , bi and for j = 1, . . . , ni. Then
U i(M) = U i,ni(M) ∀M . (59)These omputations requires O(ni bi) operations for eah lass i. Therefore the overallomplexity for omputing all the U i(M) is O(∑i nibi) (whih is bounded by O(∑i niW )2Observe that this omplexity O(∑i ni W ) does not imply that the multiple lass problem requires ahigher omplexity than the integer knapsak problem treated in Setion 3.1 (for whih the unboundedproblem an be solved in O(nW )). Indeed, the input data le is of length proportional to ∑i ni sine itinludes the desription of the prot values pij . 22
as bi ≤ ⌊Wwi ⌋). As an aside, observe that when mij = 2j−1 ∀i, j, a given multipliity Man only be obtained from a single ombination of 0-1 items (i, j) and U i(M) an beomputed diretly, although this does not hange the omputational omplexity. >From
U i(M) values, one an ompute V i(C), the best value that an be ahieved with items oflass 1 up to i and apaity C:
V i(C) = max{V i−1(C)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
yi=0
, max
ai≤M≤bi
{V i−1(C − wi M − si) + U
i(M) − fi}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
yi=1
} . (60)This requires O(nW maxi{bi}) operations (whih is bounded by O(nW 2) but an be muhsmaller than O(nW 2) in pratie).When an integer knapsak problem is transformed into a binary multiple lass knap-sak problem one an treat the lass bounds ai and bi impliitly and use the dynamireursion (57) for the unbounded ase to benet from the lower omplexity O(∑i ni W ).Indeed, in suh ase, the prot is dened for the lass and not for the 0-1 items, thereforeAssumption 2 is valid (quantity ai an be inorporated to the xed ost and weight). Toeliminate the upper bound bi, one just needs to amend the 0-1 transformation denedin the introdution: set ni = ⌊log2 bi⌋ + 1 and mij = 2j−1 for j = 1, . . . , ni − 1 but
mi,ni = bi −
∑ni−1
j=1 mij .3 Extensions to non-binary modelsWe now examine possible extensions of the analysis of model CKS and MBKS to theirinteger ounterpart.3.1 The integer knapsak problem with setupsConsider the problem with integer variables x given by (7-11), where ai, bi ∈ IN . Refor-mulation (13) is now valid without having to make an extra assumption on the integralityof data. Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 remain valid without loss of generality. But the proofof validity of Assumption 4 must be adapted now that bounds ai and bi are assumedinteger: If 0 < fi < pi bi for some i, then, in any optimal solution, either xi = yi = 0or xi ≥ ⌈ fipi ⌉, beause a solution where 0 < xi ≤ ⌊ fipi⌋ ≤ fipi an be improved by setting
xi = yi = 0. Thus, ⌈ fipi ⌉ an be interpreted as a lower bound ai and eliminated as in theproof of validity of Assumption 2. However, the nie haraterization of optimal solutionof Observation 2 does not arry on to IKS: ase (ii) an now arise for more than one lass.The LP solution of IKS is obviously that of CKS. Hene, Proposition 1 and Obser-vation 4 extend to IKS. The primal greedy heuristi of Table 2 an be adapted for IKS.23
In Step D, instead of solving CKP (y), one an use a standard primal greedy proedurefor the integer knapsak problem in x (y being xed) that is dened by (??-??) withadditional onstraints xi ∈ IN ∀i ∈ I. However, the branh-and-bound proedure forCKS annot be simply extended for IKS beause the weaker haraterization of optimalsolution implies that there are more than two branhes to be onsidered for eah lass.Note that the stati greedy ordering (23) assumes xi = bi while branhing deisions on xian lead to onsidering xi ∈ {1, . . . , bi − 1}. Therefore, after making branhing deisionsthat dene new bounds on xi's, the greedy ordering of the lasses hanges for the residualproblem. However, another approah that exploits the results of this paper is possible. Itonsists in transforming the IKS model into a MBKS model using the 0-1 transformationof [15℄ and apply the branh-and-bound proedure proposed above for model MBKS.Assuming integer data (si, wi, and W ∈ IN), a dynami programming solution aneasily be obtained by generalizing the standard dynami program for the integer knapsakproblem. Let V i(C) be the best value that an be aumulated using items 1 up to i andusing a apaity C: i.e. V i(C) = max{∑ik=1(pk xk−fk yk) : ∑ik=1(wk xk +sk yk) ≤ C , xk ≤
bk yk, xk ∈ IN, yk ∈ {0, 1} for k = 1, . . . i} . Setting V 0(C) = 0 for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W , thevalues V i(C) an be omputed reursively:
V i(C) = max{V i−1(C), max
xi=0,...,bi
V i−1(C − wi xi − si) + pi xi − fi}for all 0 ≤ C ≤ W and k = 1, . . . , n. This requires O(nW 2) operations in the worth ase.Then, the optimal solution value is given by V n(W ). A dynami program of a betteromplexity O(nW log W ) an be ahieved by transforming the integer knapsak problemin a 0-1 model and applying the dynami program presented at the end of Setion 2.2.1.When the item upper bounds are not tight, i.e. bi ≥ ⌊W−siwi ⌋ for all i, the reursion antake a simpler form. The omplexity gets down to O(nW ) operations as is the ase forthe standard unbounded integer knapsak problem. Let V i(C, y) be the best value thatan be aumulated using items 1 up to i, with setup variable yi = y and using a apaity
C. Then,
V i(C, 0) = max{V i−1(C, 0), V i−1(C, 1)} and
V i(C, 1) = max{V i(C − si, 0) − fi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xi=0
, V i(C − wi, 1) + pi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
xi≥1
}The optimum is given by max{V n(W, 0), V n(W, 1)}.3.2 The multiple-lass integer knapsak with setupsConsider model MIKS, whose formulation is (1-6), as a generalization of model MBKSwhere variables xi j take integer value. Then, uij ∈ IN denes an upper bound on xi j.24
Due to onstraints (3), uij an be redened as min{uij, ⌊ bimij ⌋}. Results derived for MBKSan be extended for MIKS, basially by introduing the multipliative fator uij whereappropriate. Subproblem (28) beomes Pi(M) = max{∑j pij xij : ∑j mij xij = M, xij ∈
{0, . . . , uij} ∀j}. The LP solution of MIKS have the same properties as that of MBKS:Observation 6 and Proposition 2 are still valid. Proposition 3, that provides a greedy LPsolution to MBKS under Assumption 8, an be generalized for the integer ase. The greedyordering of the items remains to sort item by non-inreasing ratio (37). The denition ofintra lass ritial items (38) takes a modied form: ci is suh that ∑k∈Ki, k<ci mk uk ≤
bi but ∑k∈Ki, k≤ci mk uk > bi . While (39) beomes
W (l) =
∑
i
∑
k∈Ki(l)
(wi +
si
bi
) mk uk +
∑
i∈Ib(l)
(wi +
si
bi
) (bi −
∑
k∈Ki(l)
mk uk) ,and the denition (40) of the ritial item beomes:
W (c) ≤ W but W (c) + (wi + si
bi
) mc uc > W (61)The greedy LP solution (x, y) is given by (41-47) where eah multipliity mk must bereplaed by mk uk. Thus, we have shown thatProposition 4 Under Assumption 8, the LP relaxation of MIKS an be solved by a greedyalgorithm.A dynami programming solution assumes integer data. Reursion (57) an be adaptedfor MIKS in the ase bounds are loose, i.e. ai = 0, bi ≥ ⌊W−siwi ⌋, uij ≥ ⌊ bimij ⌋ for all i: let
V ij(C) = max{V i,j−1(C), V i,j(C − wi mij) + pij , V
i−1(C − wi mij − si) − fi + pij}while the omputation of V i(C) remains the same. Its omplexity is O(∑i niW ).For the bounded ase, reursion (60) an easily be adapted by redening (58) as
U ij(M) = max
0≤x≤uij
{U i,j−1(M − mij x) + pij x} (62)The overall omplexity beomes O(∑i niW 2).When only bounds uij are tight but ai and bi's are loose (i.e. ai = 0, bi ≥ ⌊W−siwi ⌋ ∀i),a better omplexity an be ahieved using binary deomposition of the integer variables
xij . Let
nij = ⌊log2 uij⌋ + 1 (63)and dene nij items (i, j, k) with
mijk = mij 2
k−1 for k = 1, . . . , nij − 1 and mijnij = uij − nij−1∑
k=1
2k−1 (64)25
and
pijk = pij 2
k−1 for k = 1, . . . , nij − 1 and pijnij = pij (uij − nij−1∑
k=1
2k−1 mij) (65)Constraint (4) is replaed by xijk ≤ yi ∀(i, j, k). In this way, bounds uij are built into thereformulation and reursion (57) for the unbounded problem an be used with omplexity
O(
∑
ij nijW ).The primal heuristi that an be derived from the rst plunge depth into branh-and-bound tree of Table 3 an be extended to the integer ase: one must set xk to
xk = min{uk,
⌊
(C − S)
wik mk
⌋
,
Cik
mk
} .To solve MIKS by branh-and-bound, one an onvert it to a MBKS problem using abinary deomposition and use the proedure of Table 3. When the item upper bounds areloose, i.e., uij ≥ ⌊ bimij ⌋, the 0-1 transformation an be done dening mijnij = mij 2nij−1 assuggested in [15℄ in order to avoid multiple representations of the same solution. However,when bounds uij are tight, we use the 0-1 transformation (63-64) where mijnij = uij −
∑nij−1
k=1 2
k−1 even though it suers from symmetry. Indeed, enforing the uij bounds byadding expliit onstraints would yield a model that has a struture from MBKS.4 Numerial testsAs for the standard knapsak problem, whether dynami programming or branh-and-bound is a more eient approah will typially depend on the size of numbers (suh as theapaities) and the orrelation between item prots and weights: dynami programs havepseudo-polynomial omplexity but tend to reah their worst ase bound; while branh-and-bound proedures have exponential worst ase omplexity but, in pratie, they tendto use fewer iterates than DP to prove optimality when instanes are not too orrelated(the greedy ordering is not really disriminant for orrelated instanes). Numerially om-paring branh-and-bound and dynami programming for knapsak problem with setupswould merely reprodue this standard analysis. Anyway, these pure approahes are madeobsolete nowadays by hybrid approahes. The best performing approahes for knapsakproblems are those ombining the advantages of both branh-and-bound and dynamiprogramming paradigm, trunating the enumeration based on dominane priniple anddual bounds. They are dynami programs enumerating solution starting from the greedysolution and progressively extending the so alled ore around that greedy solution andmaking extensive use of dual bound pruning and other form of preproessing (see [7℄).As it was made lear from the introdution, our purpose in this paper was not todevelop the most eetive algorithm for the knapsak problem with setups, but instead,26
to show that the properties on whih the knapsak algorithms rely an be extended tothe ase with setups. In partiular, our main algorithmi ontribution was to extend thebranh-and-bound paradigm (greedy enumeration sheme and greedy dual bounds) to thease with setups. Thus, the fous of our numerial setion is on testing our extensions ofHorowitz and Sahni branh-and-bound algorithm. We ompare the branh-and-bound al-gorithms proposed in Table 1 and in Table 3 to a standard MIP solver (Xpress-MP [17℄, inour tests) and to the best approah of the previous literature for knapsak problems withsetups, namely the onversion into a multiple hoie knapsak with pseudo-polynomialsize followed by the appliation of a speialized algorithm for the multiple hoie knapsak.We must insist on the fat that the algorithms of this paper have not been developed soas to inorporate the latest tehniques for improved eieny outlined in the introdution[12℄. This makes omparison to speialized solver for multiple hoie knapsak somewhatbias.For the tests on model CKS, we generate random instanes with n ∈ {1000, 5000, 10000}and W = 100 ∗ n. We want approximately 20% of the items in the solution, hene on av-erage (si + biwi) = W0.2n . For eah lass i, si +wi are generated from a uniform distributionin interval [0.35W
0.2n
, 0.65W
0.2n
]; thus, si + wi is on average equal to 0.5W0.2n and bi must be approxi-mately equal to W0.2n−si
wi
. We set si = α wi, where α is a parameter in [0, 4] and we draw biuniformly in [1, ⌊ 1.5W0.2n −si
wi
⌋]. The prot pi is uniformly distributed in [(1− β)wi, (1 + β)wi]where β is a parameter in [0, 1] measuring the orrelation between item weight and prot,and fi is uniformly distributed in [(1 − β)si, (1 + β)si].The results are presented in Table 5. The rst olumn indiates the hosen parametersof 10 random instanes for the 18 ombination of parameters n, α, and β. The followingolumns give the average omputation time for the standard MIP solver Xpress-MP, theaverage time obtained using the speialized multiple-hoie knapsak dynami programsolver of Pisinger [11℄ (MCKP) after appliation of transformation (13) and the averagetime of our Branh-and-Bound algorithm of Table 1 (BB). Time units are seonds on aPC bi-pro. Xeon 3GHz, 2Go. We also run tests using a basi dynami program (whihwould be more in line with our basi Branh-and-Bound solver). For illustration, ouromputation times for n1000 − α2 − β0.5 was then 695.16s and for n5000 − α2 − β0.5it was 13226.49s whih is more than 250 time slower that the solver of Pisinger. Thelast line of Table 5 provides average times over all lasses. It shows that our basi BBalgorithm is about 100 time faster than transforming the problem to a multiple hoieknapsak and applying an eient solver to the reformulated problem.For the tests on model MBKS, we generate random instanes with a number of itemlasses n ∈ {10, 50, 100}, W = 1000 ∗n and we impose that 50% of lasses have a positive27
Table 5: Computation time for CKS on random instanesparameters Xpress MCKP BB
n1000 − α2 − β0.2 20.84 2.24 0.05
n1000 − α2 − β0.5 11.11 2.17 0.05
n1000 − α2 − β0.8 11.67 2.70 0.04
n1000 − α4 − β0.2 11.66 1.63 0.04
n1000 − α4 − β0.5 8.99 1.62 0.03
n1000 − α4 − β0.8 9.34 1.64 0.04
n5000 − α2 − β0.5 388.25 48.77 0.55
n5000 − α2 − β0.2 504.80 50.68 1.01
n5000 − α2 − β0.8 301.29 47.70 0.38
n5000 − α4 − β0.2 601.20 37.60 0.60
n5000 − α4 − β0.5 225.82 36.63 0.44
n5000 − α4 − β0.8 301.23 36.33 0.31
n10000 − α2 − β0.2 1644.59 195.96 2.84
n10000 − α2 − β0.5 1214.14 192.85 1.28
n10000 − α2 − β0.8 1053.59 186.00 0.98
n10000 − α4 − β0.2 959.92 147.29 2.34
n10000 − α4 − β0.5 938.30 143.40 0.98
n10000 − α4 − β0.8 796.34 143.87 0.80average 500.17 71.06 0.71
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setup (fi > 0, si > 0). For eah lass i, si + wi are generated from a uniform distributionin interval [ W
20n
, W
2n
] (so si + wi ∈ [50, 500] ), with si = α wi where α is a parameter in
[0, 4] (α is set to 0 if the lass has no positive setup); ai = 0, bi is uniformly distributed in
[⌊W−si
2wi
⌋, ⌊W−si
wi
⌋], ni is uniformly distributed in [bi, 5bi] (whih an result in large valuesof ni ∈ [200, 15800]), fi is uniformly distributed in [(1 − β)si, (1 + β)si] where β is aparameter in [0, 1] measuring the orrelation between weight and prot. For eah item
j in lass i, mij is generated in interval [1, bi2 ] and wij = mijwi. We try to have ratios
rij =
pij
mijwi
that take dierent values in [1 − β, 1 + β] for items of the same lass and alsobetween items of dierent lasses: we generate gij in [0, M ] where M is a large onstantand we set rij = 1 − β + β gij 2M . Then, we ompute pij = ⌊mijwirij⌋.Table 6: Computation time for MBKS on random instanesparameters ∑i ni Xpress MCKP BB
n10 − α2 − β0.2 3256.4 168.24 3.18 1.01
n10 − α2 − β0.5 3256.4 177.24 3.34 0.14
n10 − α2 − β0.8 3256.4 282.20 3.29 0.15
n10 − α4 − β0.2 4781.2 280.79 8.29 5.59
n10 − α4 − β0.5 4781.2 781.66 8.86 1.15
n10 − α4 − β0.8 4781.2 1125.58 8.58 0.36
n50 − α2 − β0.2 60832.9 386.78 596.27
n50 − α2 − β0.5 60832.9 395.64 155.48
n50 − α2 − β0.8 60832.9 395.36 88.19
n50 − α4 − β0.2 84524.7 1130.54 808.13
n50 − α4 − β0.5 84524.7 1130.70 930.23
n50 − α4 − β0.8 84524.7 1142.29 174.03
n100 − α2 − β0.5 231698.0 4201.33 1204.17
n100 − α2 − β0.2 231698.0 4120.22 4012.15
n100 − α2 − β0.8 231698.0 4163.15 1338.06
n100 − α4 − β0.2 335019.0 11032.00 6506.93
n100 − α4 − β0.5 335019.0 11161.46 5387.78
n100 − α4 − β0.8 335019.0 11161.13 5838.55average 120018.7 2803.12 1502.69The results for MBKS are presented in the Table 6. The olumn ∑i ni gives thetotal number of items. The last three olumns give the average omputation time on10 random instanes for the standard MIP solver Xpress-MP [17℄, the average timeto apply transformation (29) and then the speialized multiple-hoie knapsak dynamiprogram solver of Pisinger [11℄ (MCKP), and the average time taken by our Branh-29
and-Bound algorithm of Table 3 (BB). Time units are seonds. Xpress-MP ould notsolved any instanes with n = 50 and n = 100 within our time limit of respetively 3hand 10h. In average BB is faster than MCKP, but we observe that for 10% of instanes,MCKP is faster. For the orrelated problem instanes (with β = 0.2), BB omputingtimes exhibits large variation around the average value (BB an take more than 5h forone instane and less than 20s for another). While, the omputation time for MCKPis similar for every instane in a group. In the MCKP approah, the bottlenek is thetime spent at transforming the problem into a multiple hoie knapsak (taking morethan 95% of the omputing time). One has to solve a all-apaities knapsak problemfor eah lass, omputing the best prot (28) for eah multipliity M = 0, · · · , bi. (Theall-apaities knapsak problem is to the knapsak problem what the all-pairs shortestpath problem is to the shortest path problem, see [7℄, setion 1.3). To do this, there isno muh better algorithm than a basi dynami program (whih is what we use). Theaverage times reported at the bottom of Table 6 shows that, over all instane lasses, BBis approximately 2 time faster than MCKP on average.5 ConlusionThe paper provides a review of the literature on knapsak problems with setups,disusses various reformulation, and presents speialized branh-and-bound proeduresextending the standard algorithm for the knapsak problem. Numerial experimentationshows that the latter are ompetitive approahes to knapsak problems with setups. Dy-nami programming reursion are provided for the sake of establishing the omplexityof the knapsak variants with setups. The greedy enumeration sheme and greedy dualbounds of our branh-and-bound proedures ould be exploited to develop hybrid dynamiprogramming approahes in future work in the line of the best performing approahes forthe standard knapsak problem. The assumption that all item weights are a multiple oftheir lass weight is essential for solving the LP relaxation by a greedy proedure. How-ever, in the above multiple hoie reformulations as well as for the the dynami programspresented herein, this assumption was not used. Hene, the latter approahes extend tothe ase where this assumption does not hold. Extentions to the integer models IKS andMIKS have also been onsidered.Referenes[1℄ E. Balas and E. Zemel. An algorithm for large zero-one knapsak problems. Opera-tions researh, 28:11301154, 1980.
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